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Abstract
To obtain better insight into the electromagnetic interaction between an antenna and a dielectric body, for instance the human head, the full three-dimensional electromagnetic-wave
equation is solved numerically. First, we derive a general representation for the magnetic and
electric field quantities. This is done for both electrically impenetrable objects and lossy dielectric objects. A general form to represent the mutual coupling between two objects follows
in a straightforward manner. The coupling equations obtained are solved by using the Weak
Conjugate-Gradient Fast Fourier-Transformation method. As a pilot study, we consider the
mutual coupling between two wire antennas. In this problem we have one active wire antenna, which is driven with a delta-gap voltage source and one passive wire antenna. In our
model of the two mutually coupled wire antennas, we account for finite conductivity by an
approximation which is demonstrated to be accurate. Finally, results are presented for the
antenna-body problem in its simplest form, namely for a radially layered sphere and a dipole
antenna. The extension of this model to more complex dielectric structures is a topic for
future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
During the past several years, there has been an increasing interest in the possible hazards of
electromagnetic radiation to our health. Especially the extensive growth in the use of cellular phones has caused all kinds of speculations about possible hazards. The reported effects
vary from getting cancer to becoming more nervous than usual. This problem drew, and
continues to draw, the attention of many researchers throughout the world. The interest in
the effects of electromagnetic radiation was initiated by the use of radar. In the early 1950's
several researchers investigated the possible effects on humans of non-lethal radar systems. In
the late 1950's researchers became aware that not only radar, but also other electromagnetic
radiation sources could be hazardous to our health. A few years later, computers became
powerful enough to simulate the behavior of simple models of man exposed to a plane wave.
In the early 1970's, researchers started to simulate the effects of a plane wave that illuminates
a dielectric body.
The general method for describing a model of man was the integral-equation method. This
method has been used extensively in computing the effects of electromagnetic waves on models
of man.
Since the late 1980's, a lot ofresearchers switched to the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method, because this method is far more easy to implement on a computer system, and
therefore the formulation of the problem becomes a lot easier. This does not mean that
researchers forgot about the integral-equation methods, but these methods became a less
important tool in computing these kinds of problems. Another reason for the intensified
use of FDTD methods is the fact that coupling problems are difficult to implement on a
computer when written in integral-equation form. However the FDTD method has some
major disadvantages. These disadvantages are:
• Special care has to be taken in order to correctly implement a wire antenna and other
structures that involve surface currents .
• Excessive use of memory due to the storage of the space surrounding the objects under
study, especially if the antenna is at some distance of the dielectric object.
In this report, we will describe the coupling between a wire antenna and a three-dimensional
1
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object with the aid of integral equations. Originally, the wire antenna was chosen to be perfectly conducting. During the research to model this coupling problem: we also derived an
integral equation for a wire antenna with a finite conductivity. This allows us to model the
antennas with realistic material parameters.
In the next chapter, we will give an historical overview of the research that has been carried out into the effects of electromagnetic radiation on realistic models of man in the past
25 years. In Chapter 3, we derive the general form of the integral equations for scattering by
both a perfectly conducting object and a dielectric object. The equations will be derived for
a three-dimensional problem, since the equations for a two- or one-dimensional problem can
be found as simplifications of the three-dimensional form. Some basic mathematical tools are
presented, which are needed for deriving the integral equations involved. The general form
to describe the coupling between two objects is derived as well. In Chapter 4, we present two
forms of the integral equations for describing the scattered electric field of a wire antenna.
The first one is based on a classical approach by Pocklington [24J and the second one is an
approach that can handle wires with finite conductivity as well. The coupling between two
wires will also be considered here, with one of the wires being excited by a delta-gap source.
In Chapter 5, we derive the integral equations that describe the coupling problem between a
wire antenna and a dielectric body. In this chapter we consider delta-gap excitation of the
wire antenna. To arrive at the coupled integral equations, we first derive an integral representation for the scattered electric field of a biological body. The numerical implementation
of the various integral equations is dealt with in Chapter 6. For simplicity, we only describe
the numerical procedure for the two-wire problem here. Although the full three-dimensional
antenna-body problem is not as easy as this one, we believe that this description provides a
good insight in the weak conjugate-gradient FFT method (WCG-FFT). Chapter 6 also gives
a brief description of weakening a function as it is used in the WCG-FFT method. Results for
the various configurations that we tested with the numerical representations of the integral
equations from Chapter 4 and 5 can be found in Chapter 7. Finally, we draw some conclusions
and give a few recommendations for future research in Chapter 8.

Chapter 2

Coupling of electromagnetic waves
to human tissue
Since the early 1950's, there has been an interest in the possible hazards of electromagnetic
radiation. The complex geometries of biological objects, the need to model complex radiation
fields from sources of practical interest and the various complex electromagnetic properties of
the tissues involved made the application of numerical techniques almost essential in investigating the electromagnetic interactions with biological models of realistic geometries. Simple
geometries, plane-wave illumination and the utilization of homogenous models significantly
simplify the analysis. Such simplified models provide a good insight in the first-order effects
of electromagnetic interactions with biological tissue.
U ntH 1974 the general opinion among researchers that a biological body could be modeled
by using a homogeneous model of simple geometry received a wide support. The first investigations of a realistic model of men to this issue have been performed by Livesay and Chen
in the early 1970's [21]. The authors investigated the influence of plane-wave illumination
on a human body model of greater complexity than had been previously considered. They
discovered that the simple models which had been used until then were inaccurate. Based
on this research several other authors have performed similar studies [12J, [16J, [27] of this
model.
A value that researchers were (and still are) particularly interested in is the specific absorption rate (SAR). This SAR specifies how much power is absorbed per unit of mass. All of
these studies were conducted for frequencies between 20 MHz and 500 MHz. Some authors
considered frequencies up to 1 GHz. The reason to use plane-wave illumination is that people are usually far enough away from the radiating source to allow the use of the far-field
approximation for describing the incident field.
Later, it became clear that the effect of the mutual coupling between the electromagnetic
source and the human body could perhaps not be neglected. The first ones to study this
problem were Nyquist et al. [22], back in 1977. These authors studied the mutual coupling
between a thin-wire antenna and a relatively simple biological body. This model was used
again by Karimullah [17J [18] to study a more complex model of the human body.
All this research had one element in common, integral equations were used to describe the
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biological body and, when appropriate, the thin-wire antenna.
A second similarity that occurred in these methods of solution was that they all made use
of the principal value of the integrals involved, which means that the integral is evaluated
throughout the volume with the exception of a small volume at the point where the integral
is singular. A good description of this principal value (PV) can be found in van Bladel [4J.
Finally they all used the method of moments (MoM) to evaluate the discretized integral
equations. During the years, several other computational techniques have been used to
study the problem of biological tissue which is exposed to electromagnetic waves. Some
of these commonly known techniques are: finite-element methods, finite volume methods,
EFIT, conjugate-gradient (CG) algorithms and, last but not least, finite difference time domain (FDTD) methods. Especially this last method is widely used these days. The reason
for this lies in the fact that it is rather easy to use compared to the other available techniques.
Other fields of interest were (are) more realistic models of a human body (the use of tetrahedral cells instead of cubical cells in the discretized model), improving the computational
method by analytical techniques, etc.
In the early 1980's cancer and possible cancer treatment became a hot issue in society. All
kinds of possible treatments were studied by researchers all over the world. In addition to
illumination of tumors with radioactive rays, studies were performed into the possibilities of
using electromagnetic waves to "burn" the tumor [1], [14J. For an accurate simulation, a far
more complex model of the human body is needed than what was used previously. Today,
the use of electromagnetic waves in cancer treatment is still a not yet a generally accepted
technique.
During the past several years the use of cellular phones took an explosive growth. As a
consequence of this growth, the question whether the electromagnetic waves radiated by the
antenna are hazardous to our health became of increasing importance. Researchers all over
the world started to investigate the possible effects of electromagnetic waves on the human
body. But still the answer has not been given. Of course the studies from the early 1970's
using plane-wave illumination cannot be used, since, for instance, the human head is in the
near field of the radiating antenna. To provide more insight in the electromagnetic heating of
human tissue by an antenna of some portable transmitter, we investigate the mutual coupling
of a thin-wire antenna and a model of the human head. The method of solution is a special form of the CG-method, which was first proposed by Zwamborn [34J. This method has
proven to work excellently with a model of a biological body and plane-wave or point-source
illumination.
But first we want to explain the method of moments in more detail, because it has been widely
used and because it is the basis of the conjugate-gradient method. The FDTD methods are
not further explained here. The reader is referred to the huge amount of literature (for
example [20], [29]) that is available because of their wide use at the moment.

5

2.1

Method of moments

One of the most commonly known procedures to solve integral equations is the method of
moments (MoM). This numerical procedure starts by dividing the object into small mathematical cells. If the cells are small enough, the electric field inside this cell may be assumed
to have a simple local behavior. An integral equation is usually of the form

1

G(:r: - x')J(x')dx'

E(x),

(2.1)

x'EV

where V represents the volume of the biological body. The other terms in the equation will
be explained further on in this report. This equation can be written in operator notation as

LJ

(2.2)

The problem usually is to find the response J when the linear operator L and the excitation
E are known. The MoM starts with the selection of a finite set of expansion functions
¢i, i = 1, ... , N, which are used to construct an approximation of J
N

J ~

L

(2.3)

Ji¢i(X'L x' E V.

i=l

In this latter equation the coefficients Ji are unknowns to be determined. The substitution
of the latter equation in Eq. (2.2) gives
N

L

JiL¢i{X) ~ E(x}, x E V.

(2.4)

i=l

This last equation is an approximation of (2.2) and has to be fully discretized in order to
solve it on a computer. To do this we take the inner product of both terms in Eq. (2.4) with
1, ... , N. This yields
a set of testing functions W j , j
N

L

Ji (L¢i, Wj)

=

(E, Wj), j

1, ... , N,

(2.5)

which is usually written in the form

[Z][J]

[V],

(2.6)

where
[Z]ij = (L¢i, Wj),

(2.7)

[I]i = Ji,

(2.8)

[V]j = (E, Wj).

(2.9)

The approximate solution is then obtained by calculating the coefficients Ji.
Another approach for solving this equation can be devised by forming the residual error
N

rN

=E

L
i=l

aiL¢i'

(2.1O)
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Next, the constraint that the inner product of the residual error with each of the testing
functions should be zero,' is enforced

(2.11)
Substitution of the definition of the residual error in this latter equation then gives the same
system of linear equations.

Chapter 3

Formulation of the problem
In this chapter, we will develop a method of solution for a general electromagnetic coupling
problem for two objects denoted by A and B. In subsequent chapters, this general method
will be rewritten to suit the two-wire problem. Finally, the antenna-body problem will be
studied.

3.1

The general problem

In this section we look at a configuration as displayed in the figure below (see Figure 3.1). In
this figure, we distinguish two bounded, three-dimensional sub domains '0A and DB representing the interior of the objects under consideration. The boundaries of the objects A and B

A

B

Figure 3.1: A view of the general problem.
are the closed surfaces aDA and aD B , respectively, which are both assumed to be sufficiently
regular. The unbounded space exterior to the boundaries aDA and aDB of the objects is
denoted by '000 , which is homogeneous and lossless with constant permittivity t(r) too and
constant permeability /l,(r) = J1.00. The normals nA and nB on the surfaces of the objects
point into '000 and are assumed to be piecewise continuous across aDA and aDB, respectively.
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We observe that both objects are illuminated and generate a scattered field. The scattered
field of object A acts as a part of the total incident field on object B and vice versa. This effect
is denoted as coupling. Consequently, the total incident field incident on one object consists of
- z

the scattered field radiated from the other object and £ (r, t), the field that would be present
in absence of both objects. This coupling increases the complexity of the electromagnetic
field calculations inside or outside the objects.
We formulate this problem in terms of two coupled integral equations. To arrive at the
relevant equations we proceed in three steps.
• First, we derive an integral representation for the field in a homogeneous, finite domain.
The integral representation expresses the field anywhere inside the domain in terms
of the impressed electric and magnetic current densities inside the domain and the
tangential field components on the boundary.
• Second, the integral representations thus obtained are used to derive integral equations
for the scattering by a single object. We consider two cases. For inhomogeneous,
penetrable objects, the domain of the integral equation is the interior of the object. For
perfectly conducting objects, the domain is the boundary. Homogeneous, penetrable
objects, for which both types of formulations are available, are not addressed.
• Third, the integral equations for a single object are coupled with the equations for a
second object.

3.2
3.2.1

Basic relations
Formulation of the problem

In this section an integral representation is derived for the field in a homogeneous, finite
domain. First we look at Figure 3.2. The domain V is bounded by av. The unbounded space
n

V

Figure 3.2: Interior and exterior domain for derivation of the integral relations.
exterior to av is denoted as V and is homogeneous
€(r) = € and permeability p(r) = p. The normal n
is assumed to be piecewise continuous across av.
:re(r, t) and a magnetic current density :rm(r, t) to
medium V. The entire space will be denoted by R 3 .

and lossless with constant permittivity
on the surface of V points into
and
We assume an electric current density
be present in the homogeneous, lossless
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Maxwell's equations in the time domain
The electromagnetic behavior of the object can be described with the aid of Maxwell's equations in the time domain

v
V

+ p(r)Ot'1i(r, t) _.:Jm(r, t),
x 1£(r, t) [t(r)Ot + a(r)] e(r, t) = :Je(r, t),

(3.1)

x e(r, t)

(3.2)

where we have introduced

e(r, t)

electric-field strength

1£(r, t)
It(r)
Ito

ItOltr(r)

= permeability

[Am-I],
(Hm- I ],

permeability of vacuum

[Hm- I ],

tOtr(r) = permittivity

[Fm- 1],

permittivity of vacuum

[Fm- 1 ],

t(r)

to

magnetic-field strength

[Vm- I ],

a(r)

conductivity

:Je(r, t)

external electric current density

[n-1m- 1],
[Am- 2 ],

external magnetic current density [Vm- 2 ].

:Jm(r, t)

Since we are dealing with electromagnetic fields in linear and time-invariant media, we take
advantage of this fact by carrying out a Laplace transformation with respect to time. In the
Laplace-transform domain (the so called s-domain), the time coordinate is eliminated and an
electromagnetic field problem in space remains. Before we transform Maxwell's equations to
the Laplace-transform domain, we discuss two integral transformations.

3.2.2

Integral transformations

Time-Laplace-transform domain analysis
Let us assume that the source is switched on at the instant t
to. Our interval of interest
then is to ::; t < 00. We may now define the so-called temporal Laplace transform as

F(r,s)

roo exp(-st)F(r,t)dt.

ltD

(3.3)

The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3) exists if the complex Laplace-transform
parameter s satisfies Re(s) 2 0 and F(r, t) is an integrable function with respect to time.
In that case, F(r, s) is a single-valued analytic function of s in the half plane Re(s) 2 o.
Symbolically, Eq. (3.3) is written as

£ {F(r, t)}

F(r, s),

(3.4)

where £ denotes the Laplace-transformation operator. Assuming zero initial values at t to
then, according to Eq. (3.3), we obtain for the time derivative at of a function F(r, t) the
property

£{atF(r,t)}

sF(r,s).

(3.5)

CHAPTER 3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
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Another property of the Laplace transform that is used is known as the shift property

£ {F(r, t - Tn

exp( -sT)F(r, s).

(3.6)

The temporal Laplace transformation as given in Eq. {3.3} has an inverse counterpart, which
is defined as
1.
£-1 {F(r, sn = -2
JrZ

1

f3 iOO

+

f3-ioo

(3.7)

exp{st}F(r, s) ds = F(r, t).

This inversion integral in the complex s-plane is often denoted as the Bromwich inversion
integral. By taking (3 = Re(s) ~ 0 and F(r, t) a causal integrable function, we ensure that
the integrand decreases fast enough as IIm( s) I -+ 00.
The spatial Fourier transform
We define the spatial Fourier transform V(k, s) of a vector field V(r, s) over the domain
as
V(k,s)

[

1)

(3.8)

V(r,s)exp(-ik·r)dr,

irED

where k
kxu x + kyu y + kzu z . If the vector field V(r,s) is extended by the value zero for
r E by applying a shape function as visualized in Figure 3.3, Eq. (3.8) can also be taken
S(r)

1

1/2
81)

1)

av

r

Figure 3.3: The shape function S(r).
for r E R3. With the aid of the shape function S(r), Eq. (3.8) can be written as
V(k, s) = [

i rEIR3

(3.9)

V(r, s)S(r) exp( -ik· r) dr.

Symbolically Eq. {3.9} can be written as

:F {V(r, sn

= V(k, s),

(3.1O)

where :F denotes the forward spatial Fourier transformation. Note the hat now represents a
Fourier transformation of a spatially filtered function over the entire domain R3. In order to
apply this transformation to Maxwell's equations in the Laplace domain, Eqs. {3.16} - (3.17),
we need the corresponding transform of V x V(r, s). By using Ostrogradsky's theorem
A

[

irED

V x V(r)dr =

i

rE&D

n(r) x V(r)dr,

(3.11)

11

we find
'VxV(k, s) =

r

'V x [V(r, s) exp( -ik·r)] dr

irED

=

1

r

['V exp( -ik·r)] x V(r, s)dr

irED

[n(r) xV(r, s)] exp( -ik-r)dr + ikx

!rEaD

r

V(r, s) exp( -ik·r) dr. (3.12)

irED

The forward spatial Fourier transformation as given in Eq. (3.9) also has an inverse counterpart, which we define as
S(r)V(r,s) =

{l,~,O}V(r,s)
2

=

~

r

81f ikEIR3

V(k,s)exp(ik.r)dk,

(3.13)

for r E {D, OD, V}. Symbolically Eq. {3.13} can be written as

F- 1 {V(k, s) } = { 1, ~,o} V(r, s),

(3.14)

for r E {D, aD, D}. Further, the convolution of two functions j(r, s) and §(r, s) can be
obtained by using the Fourier transformation as

r

ir/ElR3

f(r

r',s)g(r')dr' = F- 1 {j(k,s)§(k,s)} ,

(3.15)

which is known as the convolution theorem.

3.2.3

Maxwell's equations in the s-domain

Applying the Laplace transformation to the Maxwell equations in the time domain, Eqs. (3.1)
(3.2), we obtain Maxwell's equations in the s-domain
'V x E(r, s)
'V x H(r,s)

+ sJ.tH(r, s)

= jm(r, s),

[sE+a]E(r,s)

je(r,s).

(3.16)
(3.17)

Since the medium outside the object is homogenous and space-invariant, we take advantage
of this by carrying out a Fourier transformation with respect to the spatial coordinates.

3.3

Source representations for the electromagnetic field in a
finite, homogeneous domain

In this section we look at the configuration as depicted in Figure 3.4. We observe an impressed
current density j D (r, s) inside the domain V. This current density can be of the magnetic
type or of the electric type or of these two types together. The domain V is bounded by avo
The normal n on the surface of V points into V and is assumed to be piecewise continuous
across avo Inside the domain V, both permittivity and permeability are constant values.

12
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n

v

Figure 3.4: Domain definitions for derivation of the integral representations.

3.3.1

Solution in the transform domain

Subjecting Eqs. (3.16) - (3.17) to the spatial Fourier transformation over V yields
ik x H(k, s) - sdb(k, s) = Jh(k, s) + JMk, s),
ik x E(k, s) + sI1H(k, s)
in which J~ (k, s) and
tities

= -Ji)(k, s)

J'B (k, s)

(3.18)

Jli(k, s),

(3.19)

are the spatial transforms over the boundary

av of the quan-

In(r, s) = -n(r) x H(r, s)
Jli(r, s) = n(r) x E(r, s)

(3.20)

with r E av, and the subscripts D and B stand for "domain" and "boundary", respectively.
O. In the spatial Fourier domain (k-domain) the spatial
Note that the conductivity a
coordinates have been eliminated and algebraic equations remain. Note that in the righthand sides of Eq. (3.20) the limiting values of the quantities upon approaching av via V are
to be taken. The structure of Eqs. (3.18) (3.19) leads to the interpretation that In(r,s)
and Jli(r, s) are the Laplace-transformed source densities of electric and magnetic surface
currents.
We now have an algebraic system, that we can solve. As a result we obtain
H(k, s)

= (k 2 + ')'2)-1 { ik x (Jh(k, s) + In{k, s))

SE (Ji)(k, s) + Jli(k, s))

+(sl1)-lik [ik. (Ji)(k,s) + Jli(k,s))] },

(3.21)

and

E(k,s)

(k 2 +,),2)-1 { -ik x (Ji)(k,s) + Jli(k,s))
+(SE)-lik [ik. (Jh(k,

sl1 (Jh(k,s) + Js(k,s))

s) + In(k, s))] },

(3.22)

where k
Ikl = (k . k)~ and ')'2
8 2 EI1. At this point we would like to obtain an integral
relation in the spatial domain by applying the inverse spatial Fourier transformation. To
facilitate this, we first introduce Green's function.
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3.3.2

Green's function in three dimensions

Green's function Q(r, t) is defined as the causal solution of the three-dimensional Helmholz
equation that is given by
(3.23)
in which c denotes the propagation velocity in the medium, equal to (€J.t) ,and c5(r) is the
three-dimensional Dirac distribution. By subjecting Eq. (3.23) to a temporal Laplace and
spatial Fourier transformation over R 3 , the following result is obtained
(3.24)
The right-hand side of Eq. (3.24) is the same multiplicative factor that occurs in Eqs. (3.21)
(3.22). Therefore H in Eq. (3.21) and E in Eq. (3.22) can be regarded as a convolution with
the Green's function in the spatial domain and the inverse Fourier- and Laplace transform
of the remaining parts. In the three-dimensional space we transform G(k, s) to the spatial
domain. The Green's function in the spatial domain is obtained by carrying out the inversion
integral over the domain R3 as follows
G(r, s)

=

13
-8
1f'

1

= -8
3
1f'

1

~ s) exp(ik· r)dk,
G(k,

kER3

1 dk 11'( d(}k 1 1'( d¢k kk
2

00

0

0

0

2

sin(th)

2

+s

2/ 2
C

.

exp[~krcos«(}k)]'

(3.25)

where spherical coordinates have been introduced to represent the k-domain and r = Irl. Here,
(}k is the angle between k and rand ¢k the angle of rotation of k around r. In Eq. (3.25),
the integrals over ¢k and (}k are elementary and we obtain
G(r, s)

=

12 '
-4

1

1

foo

~1f'

r

00

k2

0

-00

k

+ 8 2/ C2 [exp( -ikr) -

exp(ikr)] dk

exp( -ikr') k dk.
k 2 + 8 2 /c 2

(3.26)

The integration with respect to k is performed by applying Cauchy's theorem and Jordan's
lemma [5, pp. 71-75]. This leads to
G( r, s ) --G(r,s )_exp(-sr/c)
.

{3.27}

41f'r

3.3.3

Integral representation in the spatial domain

In this section we make use of the definition of Green's function and the integral representations Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.22) to formulate an integral representation in the spatial domain.
Eqs. (3.21) (3.22) can be rewritten as

{ 1, ~,o} H(r, s)

=

(sJ.t)-l

+\7

(\7\7 . -'lI) [Ai)(r, s) + AB(r, s)]

x [AD(r, s)

+ AB(r, s)],

(3.28)
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and

{St)-l (\7\7. -')'21) [AD(r,s) +AMr,s)]
-\7 x [An(r, s)
for r E

{V, aV, V}.

A~m(r, s) =
A~m(r,s)

=

+ A'B(r,s)] ,

(3.29)

In Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.29) we have introduced the potentials

1

r'EV

G(r - r', s)J~m(r') s)dr',

1

(3.30)

G(r-rl,s)J~m(r',s)dr'.

(3.31)

lr'E8V

In Eqs. (3.30)
(3.31), r is the point of observation and r' is a source point inside or on
the surface of the object, respectively. By restricting the integration to these domains, we
have accounted for the restrictions in the definitions of the Fourier transforms of these current
densities.
With the integral relations Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.29), we now have at our disposal the basic
relations to obtain the integral-equations in the frequency domain to solve scattering problems
in three dimensions.

3.4

Integral equations for scattering by a single object

In this section we use the integral relations Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.29) from the previous
section to derive the integral equations for scattering by a single object. The incident field
that illuminates the object is generated by an external electric current density source. This
situation is depicted in Figure 3.5. The electromagnetic properties of the medium V and the

I
V

Figure 3.5: Domain definitions for derivation of the integral equations.
object V will be given in the sections where the integral equations for a particular kind of
object are derived.
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3.4.1

Scattering by an electrically impenetrable object

First, we consider the scattering by a single, electrically impenetrable object. As a point of
departure we use Eqs. (3.28) (3.29). We consider V to consist of a homogenous, lossless
dielectric space with constant permeability JL = /-Lo and constant permittivity E = EO. The
domain V is perfectly conducting and therefore electrically impenetrable. The scattered field
has no sources in the exterior domain V. Therefore, the field intensities satisfy the equations

= 0,
V' x ES(r,s) +sJLoHS(r,s) = 0,

V' x HS(r, s)

sEoES(r, s)

(3.32)
(3.33)

when r E V. Combining these equations with Eq. (3.28) leads to

{-l,-i,O}H (r,s) = (SJLO)-l (V'V"
S

-,~) A~,S(r,s) + V' x A~S(r,s)

(3.34)

for r E {V, av, V}. In Eq. (3.34), the potentials AB are the ones defined in Eq. (3.30)
and Eq. (3.31), while the additional superscript S refers to the fact that these potentials
now pertain to the scattered field. Finally the minus sign in the left-hand side of Eq. (3.34)
originates from the fact that n(r) points into V.
In writing down Eq. (3.34), we have applied the integral relation given by Eq. (3.28) to an
infinite domain. Strictly speaking, this is not allowed, since this relation was derived for a
finite domain only. However, we can also arrive at Eq. (3.34) by considering the domain
between av and a second boundary at r = roo. From the radiation condition that the
scattered field vanishes as r -+ 00 and Re( s) > 0, it is seen that the contribution from this
extra boundary vanishes by choosing a sufficiently large radius roo.
Next we consider the incident field in the interior V. This field ha..'> its sources in
therefore
we have
V' x Hi(r, s)

sEoEi(r, s)

0,

(3.35)

V' x Ei(r,s) - sJLoEi{r,s)

0,

{3.36}

when rEV. As a consequence, Eq. (3.28) is reduced to

{o,~,

I} Hi(r, s) = V' x [A~i(r, s) + A~,i(r, S)] ,

(3.37)

for r E {V, av, V}. Finally we already mentioned that the object is electrically impenetrable,
which provides us with the boundary condition

J~,i(r,s) +J~,S(r,s)

Y}j(r,s)

n(r) x E{r,s) = 0,

(3.38)

when r E av. We end up with an integral relation involving only the magnetic-field strength
H(r, s) by adding Eqs. (3.34) and {3.37}

{1,~,

o} H(r, s) = Hi(r, s) - V' x AB(r, s),

(3.39)

for r E {V, av, V}. Once the tangential magnetic field n x H{r, s) is known on av, the
normal components on av and the field in V are obtained directly by evaluating the term
V' x Al,(r, s) in Eq. (3.39).
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Analogous to Eq. (3.39) we derive for the electric-field component

{1, ~,O} E(r, s) = Ei(r, s) -

(81"0)-1

("5 - '1'1.) As(r, s),

(3.40)

for r E {V, 8V, V}. Note that the last term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.40) represents
the scattered electric field.
In order to make Eqs. (3.39) (3.40) suitable for numerical procedures, we still have to select
the tangential field components on 8V, and we must evaluate the curl operation. In this
case we take the cross-product with n(r), and solve the resulting integral equation for source
density of electric surface current
J s (r,8) = -n(r) x H(r, 8).

(3.41)

With this definition and Eq. (3.27), Eq. (3.39) can be rewritten as
J s (r,8) = 2 J~i(r, s)

(3.42)

2 n(r) x V x As(r, s).

In the literature, Eq. (3.42) is known as the magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE). Since
it pertains to field values on 8V, it is of the boundary type. A similar integral equation can
be obtained by considering the electric-field strength E(r, s) for r E 8V, and is known as the
electric-field integral equation (EFIE)

/'5 n(r) x As(r, 8) + (8€O)Jr;,i(r, 8) = O.

[n(r) x '1]'1. As(r, 8) -

(3.43)

This EFIE is of the first kind, which makes it less suitable for a numerical solution. An
integral equation is called of the first kind if the observable is only inside the integral in the
equation (e.g. J s (r,8) occurs only in the vector potential in Eq. (3.43» and of the second
kind ifthe observable occurs explicitly outside the integral (e.g. in the MFIE Js(r, 8) occurs
in both the left-hand side and the vector potential).
The last term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.42) will be observed a bit closer now. We first
rewrite this term as
n(r) x V x

n(r) x V x As(r, 8)

1
!r'E&D

,

exp( -1'olr, r'l) Js(r', 8)dr'
Ir r I
J

V

r', s)

G(r
=

1

n(r) x V x [G(r

r', 8) JB(r', 8)] dr'.

(3.44)

lr'E&D

Next we carry out the curl operation, where we make use of the identities
V [Ir ~

r'l] = _-,-r__r'=

V [exp( -/'olr - r'D]

(3.45)
r

r'

-/'O Ir-r '1 exp( -1'olr

(3.46)

r'D,

and the fact that V x JB(r',s) = O. Eq. (3.42) now becomes

21
[/'O + Ir
!r'E&D

1

- r

'I] G(r

r',8) [n(r) x Js(r',s) x uR]dr',(3.47)
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where UR (r~r')/lr-r'l is the unit vector in the direction from the source point r' towards
the observation point r. The MFIE is now suitable for use in various numerical procedures.
The EFIE can be written in a similar form. We leave this out of consideration here, since we
derive a special form of the EFIE for thin wires further on in this report.

3.4.2

Scattering by a lossy dielectric object

We now consider the case where V in Figure 3.5 is the same as in the impenetrable case and
V contains an inhomogeneous dielectric with constant permeability Jl(r) 2:: Jlo, permittivity
E(r) 2:: EO and a(r) 2:: O. For this configuration Maxwell's equations satisfy

v x E(r,s) +sJl(r)H(r,s)

Jm(r,s),

(3.48)

V x H(r, s)

a(r)E(r, s) + JC(r, s),

(3.49)

sE(r)E(r, s)

for r E R3. The scattered field can be obtained by subtracting the incident field from these
last two equations. The incident field satisfies

V x Ei(r, s) + sJloHi(r, s)

Jm(r, s),

(3.50)

V x Hi(r, s) - sEoEi(r, s)

JC(r, s).

(3.51)

Subtracting the incident field equations Eqs. (3.50)

V x ES(r,s) +sJloHS(r,s)
V x H8(r,s)

(3.51) from Eqs. (3.48) - (3.49) gives

Jl)(r,s),

(3.52)

sEoES(r,s) =Jh(r,s),

(3.53)

where the contrast current densities are defined as
Jl)(r, s)

s [Jl(r) - Jlo] H(r, s),

Jh(r, s)

S [(

E(r) - EO) +

a~r) J E(r, s).

(3.54)
(3.55)

We now have a system of equation that provides the solution of both the magnetic and electric
field. The sources that generate the electromagnetic field are in this case the contrast current
densities.
By definition, Jl(r) = Jlo and hence, the magnetic contrast current density equals zero. On
account of the scattered field equations, Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.29) lead to
HS(r, s)

V x AD(r, s),

ES(r, s)

(SEO)-l (VV.

(3.56)

-'"15) AD(r, s),

(3.57)

with '"16 = S2JlOEO and rEV. Since we only have a vector potential of the electric type we
omitted the superscript e here.

3.5

Coupling between two objects

Since the objects show no magnetic contrast, it is sufficient to solve the coupling problem
for the electric field only in the analysis of two mutually coupled objects. From Eq. (3.29) it
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follows that the scattered fields generated by the objects A and Bare

E~(r,s)

(\7\7. -,5) Ab,A(r,s), for r E VA or aVA,
(S€O)-l (\7\7 . -,5) Ab,B(r, s), for r E VB or ()VB,

= (Sfo)-l

E1I(r, s)
with

Ab,A(r,s) =

1

(3.58)
(3.59)

G(r - r',s)JA(r',s)dr',

r'EDA

AbB(r,s)
,

=

1

r"EDB

G(r

r",s)JB(rl,s)dr",

in which the extra subscripts A and B refer to object A and object B, respectively. For our
convenience we rewrite Eqs. (3.58) - (3.59) in a symbolic form
E~

KAEA,

(3.60)

E1I = lCBEB·

(3.61)

This leaves two simple equations to work with.
To determine the coupling between two objects, we need expressions for the scattered field in
V, since this is a part of the total incident field that illuminates a second object. To obtain
these expressions, we decompose the total electromagnetic field {E(r, s), H(r, s)} into the
incident field {Ei (r, s), Hi (r, s)} and the scattered field {ES (r, s), HS (r, s)}. The total field
of an object can than be written as the sum of the scattered and the total incident field as
was demonstrated earlier in this chapter. Note that the total incident field is composed of an
incident field :fui and a scattered field from, in this problem, a second object.
We will now make use of the simplified expressions for the electric fields Eqs. (3.60) (3.61)
to compose two coupled integral equations. To do so, we substitute the total incident field
for object A, E~ = E1I +:fu i in EA = E~ + E~ and a similar expression for the incident field
of object B in EB = Ek + E1I, where :fui is the incident field excited by the current source
located in V. Next we substitute this in the simplified equations Eqs. (3.60) (3.61). This
yields

EA
EB

= :fui + KBEB + KAEA,
= :fui + KAEA + KBEB,

(3.62)

where I is the identity operator. These equations can be cast in the following matrix-operator
form
(3.63)
The matrix-operator form Eq. (3.63) applies to any problem which involves electromagnetic
coupling between two dielectric objects. A similar form can be derived for coupling between
a dielectric and a conducting body, or between two conducting bodies. When the EFIE is
used to determine the current on the surface of the conducting body, the identity operator I
is not present in the corresponding operator on the diagonal. This will be seen for specific
cases further on in this report.

Chapter 4

Two wires in free space
In this chapter, we use the previously described technique (see Eq. (3.63)) to formulate a matrix operator that describes the electromagnetic behavior of two electromagnetically coupled
wires. This system will be solved with the aid of the WCG-FFT (Weak Conjugate-Gradient
- Fast Fourier-Transformation) technique, which will be described later.
We determine the integral representation for the field radiated by an antenna in two different
manners. These equations will then be written in a general form and finally cast in a matrix
operator as was proposed in the previous chapter. Of course the solutions to the integral
equations for the antennas will be validated with independent results later on in this report.
The scattered field remains in its strong form here. The weak form mentioned earlier will be
developed in Chapter 6.

4.1

Scattering by a single thin wire

We consider a wire of length L and radius a positioned along the z-axis from z = - L /2 to
z
L/2 (see Figure 4.1). The wire is embedded in vacuum. We will derive two integral

'~\(r,s)

'"

-L/2

L/2
Figure 4.1: Wire geometry
equations to solve the scattering problem. The first integral equation pertains to a classical
configurations with infinite conductivity and the second approach handles a wire with finite
conductivity.
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In the previous chapter, we have derived an electric field representation (see Eq. (3.40) that
handles the scattering of electromagnetic waves by an electrically impenetrable object. From
this equation we now derive a convenient integral equation to evaluate the current along
the wire. The result is also known as Pocklington's integral equation. The second integral
equation follows directly from evaluating the domain vector potential in Eq. (3.29). This
equation describes the scattering by a lossy dielectric object. It may be applied here when
the wire is no longer perfectly conducting, and the electromagnetic field therefore penetrates
into the wire. Note that the vector potential in the impenetrable case is of the boundary type
and that the vector potential in the penetrable case involves the entire domain of the wire.

4.2

The integral equations of Pocklington

As point of departure, we use Eq. {3.29}. We first consider the scattered field outside the wire,
i.e., in 'D. To compute this field efficiently, we need a good approximation of the boundary
vector potential Eq. (3.31) used in Eq. (3.29)

AiJ(r, s)

=1

Jr'Eo1J

G{R, s)J B{r', s ) dr' ,

with

G(R .) = exp( -,oR)
,s
4nR'

(4.1)

and R Ir-r'l for the case where R > > a for all source points r' on the wire. To facilitate the
formulation, we introduce cylindrical coordinates according to r' = z' Uz' + p' up' = z' U z + p' up'
and r = zU z + pup. For r' on the surface of the wire and r in the exterior domain, R can be
written as

R=

z'uz l2 + p,2 - 2a up' . (r - z'u z ).

Vir -

(4.2)

We carry out a Taylor expansion in terms of allr - z'uzl in Eq. (4.2), we obtain

R=

Ir

z

z)
,U z 1_ a up'1 . (r ' z'u
"" ( 21R2)
+v
a.
r
z UzI

(4.3)

As can be seen we obtain second-order accuracy due to the error term O(a 2I R2). Next, we
rewrite Green's function as

G(Ro, s) _ a up' . (r Ro

G(R, s)

z'u~) ~G(R, s)1
oR

R=Ro

G(Ro, s) - !:1G(Ro, s),
with Ro

Ir -

J B(r', s)

(4.4)

z'uzl. The current density can be decomposed into two components

J¢(r', s )u¢!

+ Jz(r', s )uz •

(4.5)

First we consider the <p-component of the current density. The ¢-component can be rewritten
as

(4.6)
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where the average value of J¢o is defined as
_J<p (z,S
' ) =-2
1 /11" J¢ ('
zuz+aupl,s)d¢.,
1r

(4.7)

-11"

If we substitute Eq. (4.7) in the boundary vector potential, the contribution of the current
density J¢o(r, s) in this vector potential becomes

i:

ad¢' [G(R, s)J¢(r', S)Uql] =

1: dq,' [?(Ro, Jt,
8)

a

llG(Ro, s )llJ¢(r', s )U¢ol

s )U"'.

,

...

-

'

O(a Z )

~G(Ro, s)J¢(z', s)U¢I :- G(Ro, s )llJ¢o(r', s)Ut/JI,j .

(4.8)

O(a)

The first term becomes zero after integration because J~1i' dq/ U¢f = 0 and the second term
is negligible because it is of O(a 2 ). We cannot lose the last two terms through integration
because U¢of depends on ¢/. We can, however, estimate them as being of O(a). This means
that the current density J¢o(r',s) can be neglected in the total boundary current JB(r,s) up
to O(a). For this rea.."lon, it is sufficient to look at the z-component of the current density
to determine the boundary vector potential. A similar approach can be followed for the
z-component of J(r', s). In this case we also write Jz(r', s) as

Jz{r', s) = Jz(r', s)

+ [Jz(r', s) -

Jz(r', s) J = Jz(r', s)

+ llJz(r', s),

(4.9)

where the averaged Jz is defined as

, _1/1i'
Jz{z ,s) - 21r -11" JAz U z + aUpf,s) d¢.
I

,

(4.10)

If we now substitute Eq. (4.9) in the boundary vector potential, the contribution ofthe current
density Jz (r' , s) in this vector potential becomes

i:

a d¢' [G(R, s)Jz(r', S)U¢I]

i:

a d¢' [G(RO,S)JAr',S)U<P 1

-

~G(Ro,s)~Jz(r',s)u<p~
O(a 2 )

~G(Ro, s)!z(r', s)ut/J~ +?(Ro, s)ll!z(r', S)U<Pf,j .
°

(4.11)

°

We observe that in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) the last two terms become zero through
integration and the second term in the right-hand side is of O(a2 ) and is therefore negligible.
If we substitute the remainder of Eq. {4.11} in Eq. (3.29), we obtain
(
Er,s)

1

(SEo)-(\loz

2

TOU Z )

/L/2 G(Ro,s)aJz(r,s)
_ , /1i' d¢dz,
,,
-L~

-11"

(4.12)
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which is now completely determined by the total current I(z's), which is concentrated on the
z-axis. This current is defined as

I{z', s)

= a J~ .lAz'uz + aup', s)d¢' = a [11"11" Jz(z', s)d¢'.

(4.13)

With this definition Eq. (4.12) reduces to:

= (SEo)-l(V'oz

E(r, s)

L/2

- 1'5uz)

. / -L/2

G(Ro, s)I(z', s)dz'

+ O(a).

(4.14)

From this result, we observe that the scattered field is almost completely determined by the
total current along the wire. In case of a delta-gap voltage excitation, the input impedance of
the antenna is determined by the value of this current at the location of the gap. Therefore,
it would be more efficient if an integral equation for this current can be derived.
To obtain such an equation, we return to the integral representation Eq. (3.59), and we
consider the z-component of this equation for r on the central axis of the cylinder. We then
obtain the following expression

sEoE;(zuz , s)

V'oz
1'5

1

G(R,s}JB(r',s)dr'-

1

G(R,s)Jz(Z'u z +aup',o5)dr',

h'EaD
h'EaD

(4.15)

with R = Ir - z'uzl. As can be observed from Eq. (4.15), we still have the V" operator in our
equation. We can decompose this divergence into two operators, namely a z component Oz U z
and a transversal component V'T" We first discuss the transversal part of the divergence in
Eq. (4.15). This part can be written as
V'T'

1

h' EaD

G(R, s)J B(r', s)dr' =

1

h' EaD

JB(r', S}V'T . G(R, o5)r'.

(4.16)

After applying the V'T' operator, Eq. (4.16) becomes

i

r'EaD

(')

JB r

,S

.

0 (
)
Ira up'r 'I u):lR
G R,05 dr ,
I

(4.17)

where we already made use of the fact that on the z-axis p = O. Since J B (r, s).l up" the inner
product between JB and up' is zero. This means that the part ofEq. {4.15} that was isolated
in Eq. (4.16) vanishes, provided that we neglect the end effects of the current on the wire.
We can now write Eq. (4.15) as

sEoE;(zuz,05) =

(0; - 1'5) /

L/2
-L/2

G(z - Z', S)

/11"
Jz(zlU z + au p', s)ad¢'dzl ,
-11"

(4.18)

exp

G(z, s) =

41fRa

with L /2 :s: z :s: L /2 and Ra J z2 + a 2 . In Eq. (4.18) the integral over ¢' can be recognized
as the total current I(z',s), which is concentrated on the z-axis (see Eq. (4.10)). With the
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definition of the current I (z', s) we end up with the approximate integro-differential equation
of Pocklington
L/2

,5) j-L/2 G(z -

sEoE!(zuz,s) = (8;
G( z, s )

(4.19)

z',s)J(z',s)dz',

= exp( -,oRa)
4nR

a

(4.20)

'

From the above derivation, which was first given in [31], it follows that this integral equation
is almost exact. In fact, the only approximation amounts to neglecting the equation for the
radial current on the end faces.
The numerical solution of the integral equation for a single wire Eq. (4.19) has already been
implemented in several programs. In the present study, the implementation of [19] has been
used as a starting point. The current distribution is calculated by exciting the wire with a
plane wave and using the boundary condition E!(zu z , s) = -E:(zu z , s). This leaves us with

,5) j

LI2

-L12

(4.21)

G(z - z', s )1(z', s )dz'.

We modified this program for a delta-gap source. With this modification, Eq. (4.21) becomes

,6). jL/2

-L/2

I

where Ygap is a voltage source which is located at
in the middle of the wire.

4.3

I

I

(4.22)

G(z-z,s)l(z,s)dz,
Zgap

on the wire. Normally

Zgap

is chosen

Integral equations for a wire with finite conductivity

The integral equation proposed by Pocklington is only appropriate for perfectly conducting
wires. However, we want to tackle wires with finite conductivity as well. To formulate another
set of equations with this vector potential, we need to prove that the major part of the current
flows in the z-direction of the wire. As a short introduction we refer to the intermezzo given
below.

4.3.1

Interunezzo

To formulate an alternative expression from which the total current in a wire can be solved, we
need to prove that the internal electric field components normal to the surface are negligible
compared to the other field components present. This implies that a current flowing in the
radial direction from the surface towards the central axis of the wire must be sufficiently
small. Such a current will be referred to as a radial current. To demonstrate this, we need
expressions for the currents tangential to the surface of the wire, which will be referred to as
tangential currents, and the radial current inside the wire. The first current mentioned above
corresponds to the magnetic-field component tangential to the surface of the wire, and the
electric-field component tangential to the surface of the wire multiplied by the conductivity.
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We first assume that the field inside the wire behaves as a TM mode present in a circular
waveguide. The TM-field is composed of {Ep, E z , H1>} exp(st - ,),z), where H1> and Ez are
indeed the tangential field components and where Ep is the normal field component mentioned
above. These three field components depend solely on p. The symbol ')' in the exponent
denotes the axial propagation coefficient in the z-direction and the minus sign implies that
the current flows in the positive z-direction. The propagation coefficient follows from solving
an eigenvalue equation, which we derive later in this section. However we do not need an
exact expression for,), to show that the radial current in the wire is negligible.
Substituting the TM-field components in Maxwell's equations and carrying out the curl operation yields three scalar equations for the nonvanishing field components, namely

+ sE)Ep = 0,
(p-l + op)H,p - (a + sE}Ez
-')'Ep + sJ.LH,p - opEz = O.

')'H1>

(4.23)

(a

(4.24)

0,

(4.25)

Now Eq. (4.23) is rewritten as
E

p

=

-')'-H

(4.26)

0'+ SE 1>'

Substituting this result in Eq. (4.25) yields

=

H1>
with

K.

2

O'+SE

- - 2 - o pE z )

= SJ.L( SE + a) -

p2o~Ez

(4.27)

K.

+ pOpEz -

')'2.

Finally, substituting Eq. (4.27) in

(K.p) 2 E z

(4.24) yields

O.

(4.28)

This differential equation has two linearly independent solutions being Io{K.p), the modified
Bessel function of the first kind and order zero, and Ko(K.p), the modified Bessel function of
the second kind and order zero. The modified Bessel function Io{K.p) is bounded at p
0,
whereas Ko{K.p) is not. Under the assumption that the electric field at the boundary of the
wire is represented by C i , the electric field in the interior of the wire is given by

E . - C- 10 (K.ip)
Z,t t IO(K.i a )

{4.29}

and in a similar way, the electric field exterior to the wire follows from

E

- C Ko{K.eP)
z,e - e KO{K.ea}·

(4.30)

Applying the continuity condition limpta Ez,i = limp+a
leads to Ci = Ce = C. The
magnitude of C only depends on the incident field. In view of Eq. (4.27) the corresponding
H1>-field in the interior is given by

H . - C O'i
<b,t ,

+ SEi
K.i

oKip1o(K.ip)
L0 ( K.i a ) ,

(4.31)

and in in a similar way, the magnetic field exterior to the wire follows from

H

- C O'e + SEe OKepKO(K.eP)
,p,e K.e
KO(K.ea)

(4.32)
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Enforcing the continuity of the tangential magnetic field components at p
eigenvalue equation mentioned earlier:
(J'i

+ SEi

OK,;a10 (Kia)
10 (Kia)

Ki

(J'e

+ See
Ke

=

a leads to the

OKeaKo{Kea)
KO(Kea)

(4.33)

By now we look at the Bessel functions a bit closer. In particular we are interested in their
asymptotic behavior. Suppose that the conductivity approaches infinity, then the argument
Kiplp=a -+ 00 as long as S > O. In that case the following asymptotic behavior of the Bessel
functions is observed

/2 1

10 (Kp)

~

exp{Kp),

(4.34)

KO{Kp)

~ ~exp(-Kp))

VKp

(4.35)

~

(4.36)

uKp1o(Kp)

TfKP

10(Kp),

{4.37}

To get some insight in the behavior of the axial propagation constant " we assume that,
is fixed and almost perfect conductivity for the wire {(J'i -+ (0). We then have Ki '" ..fiii as
(J'i -+ 00 and we can apply the asymptotic approximations for the Bessel function of the first
kind to Eq. (4.33). Now from the fact that Ko has no zeros and that K6 = -Kl has no poles
in the right half of the complex argument plane, we have

~=O.

{4.38}
SEe
Therefore we find that that Ke = O. This is in agreement with the condition to use the limiting
= s2 Jlte,
form of the modified Bessel function of the second kind. With Ke 0 we find that
which is consistent with the assumption that , has a fixed value.
Based on the field components that are known, we obtain the radial and tangential current
density in the wire by multiplying the electric field components with the conductivity as
follows

,2

(4.39)

(4.4O)
Next we write the radial current density in terms of the tangential current density by eliminating C. This yields

Jp =

I oKip1o(Kip) Jz.
Ki

(4.41)

1o{ KiP)

For a wire with perfect conductivity we observed that ,2 equals S2EeJl and Ki -+ 00. A wire
with a finite conductivity, still has a large value for the conductivity. In particular the factor
SP.(J'i is much larger than s2Eep.. Therefore we can still use the asymptotic approximations for
the modified Bessel functions.
With Ki > > " we may now conclude that the radial current is negligible compared to the
tangential current.
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4.3.2

Scattered field for a wire with finite conductivity

From Eq. (4.40) it is observed that the tangential current Jz is not constant over the entire
domain of integration for wires with a finite conductivity. We have also observed that J'i,i
is very large for a wire with a finite conductivity. The current density inside the wire is
composed of an amplitude corresponding to the current density on the surface of the wire
and a quantity which governs the penetration into the wire of the tangential current. The
current distribution inside the wire is expressed by the quantity

10{O
W(p) = 10(';0)'

(4.42)

which denotes the ratio of current density at any internal point r to the current density at the
surface. Here'; = Pvs/Loa and ';0 = aVs/Loa, where both'; and ';0 have to be large enough to
justify the use of the asymptotic approximations Eqs. {4.34} - (4.37). With the aid of these
approximations W (p) can be determined as

W (p)

J

= aI p exp

(a - p) 18],

(4.43)

where

8-

(2

(4.44)

- V-;;;;;;;;'

which is generally known as the skin depth. In case 8 is small enough, W(p) only differs
significantly from zero for p ~ a. In that case, W{p) simplifies to

W(p)

= exp [-(a

p)lo] , for 0 ~ p ~ a.

(4.45)

The current density can then be written as
(4.46)
where Jo (zu z + aUpl, s) denotes the current density that is present on the surface of the wire.
We plotted this factor W(p) as a function of 0 ~ p ~ a in Figure 4.2 A. This figure has been
plotted in a three-dimensional form to stress that the exponential behavior is observed from
every direction normal to the surface of the wire. Note that for visualization purposes, the
value for 8 has been chosen in such a way here that the behavior of W (p) can actually be
seen. If we would have chosen a realistic value for 8, which is very small (8 < < a), the factor
W(p) would look like a straight, almost vertical line from a - 0 to a. In case the exponential
behavior must be evaluated numerically, the sharp transition at a 8 however makes it very
hard to use straightforward methods. Therefore we approximated W with a Heaviside step
function. This step function equals a constant value F if a-8 ~ p :s; a and vanishes elsewhere.
Physically this means that we concentrate the current density in a thin, constant layer of a
certain skin depth at the surface. This is visualized in Figure 4.2 B. The area Aw under
this window function should equal the area under the actual exponential behavior Ae to give
accurate results for the current. The amplitude of the window function can be varied to arrive
at the area under the exponential behavior.
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1

o
A

B

Figure 4.2: A view of the actual exponential behavior of W (A) and the approximated behavior
ofW (B).
Let us introduce the factor F c ) which is defined as

l~apdp

Aw

loa exp(-(a -

Ae =

p)I&)pdp

2a - 6
2a + 26 [exp( -aI6) -1]'

(4.47)

where we have taken the amplitude F of the step function to be one. In fact, this factor
represents the correction to compensate for the difference in the areas involved. To get
insight in the behavior of this factor, we plotted Fc=Aw I Ae for a = 5 . 10 7 81m, a 5 . 106
81m, a 5.105 81m, all with a radius of O.OIm. We also looked at the effect of increasing the
radius in Figure 4.3. The approximation becomes almost equal to the actual area under the
exponential behavior when the radius is increased. The accuracy with decreasing conductivity
however needs to be accounted for by the factor Fc. The inaccuracy is an effect caused by
the skin depth. If the conductivity decreases, the skin depth increases and therefore the
areas under both functions increases. However, the increase under the step function is larger
than under the exponential function for a certain frequency, as is observed from Figure 4.3.
Since the total current has to remain the same, we multiply with a factor Fc to arrive at the
approximated current.
Now that we have a representation of the current in the approximated case, we can rewrite the
vector potential in the scattered field equation Eq. (3.57) for a wire with finite conductivity.
The current density to determine the vector potential is taken as

Jz(r', s)

=
{

D
10 (z', 8)
r
I'c 7r[a 2 _ (a _ &f]' lor a
0, elsewhere

(4.48)

where the numerator represents the area under the step function. The vector potential from
Eq. (3.57) can now be calculated as follows

At(r, 8)

= [2

t

r21f faa-a G(r - r', 8) Fc Io{z', 8)p'Uz dp'd<jJdz',

15)2] /L/2
7r a - a -L/210

(4.49)
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Figure 4.3: The ar'ea under the approximate window-function divided by the area under the
actual exponential function versus frequency is plotted here for the configurations: (1 = 5 .
107 81m with a
O.Olm (dotted line); (1 = 5· 10681m with a = O.01m (solid line); (1 =
5
5·10 81m with a = O.Olm (dashed line) and (1 = 5.107 81m with a = O.lm (dash-dot line).
Evaluating the integrals in the vector potential with respect to p' and ¢ respectively yields
/L/2 r21f [exp ( -roV(z - ZI)2

1

7r[a 2 - (a - <5)2] -L/2 Jo

+ (a -

<5)2) _

47rrO

exp ( -roV(z - ZI)2

+ a2 )

47r r O

L/2 _
G(z
/ -L/2

Zl,

1Fe Io{z', s)uzd¢dz'

s )I(z', s )dz',

(4.50)

where
_

I

G(z-z,s) =Fc

4.4

exp ( -roV(z -

ZI)2

+ (a -

<5)2) - exp ( -roV(z - ZI)2
[2
(a <5)2] rO
27r a

+ a2)
.

(4.51)

Coupling between two wires

The configuration is given in Figure 4.4. The configuration consists of a passive wire, denoted
as wire B and a wire which is excited with a voltage source Vg located in the middle of that
wire, denoted as wire A. Since this source is located in a so-called b-gap, it is also known as
a <5-gap source. In this configuration, incident fields from exterior sources are absent. The
distance between the wires is denoted as d.
The system of coupled equations is determined by applying the so-called "null-field" condition.
Since we look at the current in the z-direction only for both derivations of the scattered field,
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X

~~y

A

Figure 4.4: The two-wire problem
we take the null-field condition E:4 (zu z , s) + E~ (zu z , s) + Vg8(z - Zg) = O. Note that the
incident field on wire A is the scattered field from wire B. So the following relations can be
constructed
E:4(zu z , s)

+ E8(zu z , s) =

E B(zu z ,s)+E:4(zuz ,s)

- Vg 8(z -

(4.52)

Zg),

(4.53)

0,

where Z is the observation point on either wire A or wire B, Zg is the location of the 8-gap
source.
In the distance term Ir r'l occurring in the Green's function, we have to account for the
distance d between the wires. If we now concentrate the current on the central axis (see
section 4.2) in the computation of the scattered field, the vector potential can be calculated
in a straightforward way from a one-dimensional integral over z'. Next we look at Figure 4.5
together with the aid of Pythagoras' theorem to determine Ir-r'l if the source point is located

-7'------+Z

B •

A

• • • • • • ----

z'

• • • • • •

Figure 4.5: Distance between a source point on wire B and the observation point on wire A.
on wire B and the observation point is on wire A. The appropriate Green's function now
becomes
(4.54)
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A similar equation applies when we take the observation point on wire B and the source point
on wire A. Now that we have the Green's function from wire A to wire B (and vice versa),
we can formulate the vector potentials for both wires. Handling the singularity in the Green's
function in the calculation of the vector potential from the wire on which the source point is
located has already been described extensively in previous sections.
When the source point is located on wire B and the observation point is located on wire A,
the vector potential looks as follows

AB-+A(Z, s) =

L/2

1

-L/2

(4.55)

GB-+A(Z, s)IB(z', s)uzdz' .

The scattered field from wire B, incident on wire A, now becomes
(4.56)
which is expressed in operator notation as
(4.57)
Note that we only look at the z-component of Es(z, s). Substituting this and the scattered
fields in the null-field conditions (Eqs. (4.52) - (4.53}) yields

(8;

-,5) [{LA/2

GA-+A(Z

z',s)IA(z',s)dz'

J-LA/2

+
(8;

(LB/2 GB-+A(Z _ Z',S)IB(Z"S)dZ I ]
J- LB /2

-,5) [{LA/2 GA-+B(Z
J-L.4/2

= -sE oVg6(z

Zg),

(4.58)

z',s)IA(z',s)dz'
0,

(4.59)

where LA and LB denote the length of wire A and B, respectively. In operator notation we
obtain

+ KB-+AIB
KA-+BIA + KB-+BIB

KA-+AIA

-sEoVg5(z - Zg),

(4.60)

O.

(4.61)

A similar approach can be found in [26]. The latter two equations can be recognized as the
matrix operator, so Eqs. (4.60) -- (4.61) can also be written as
(4.62)
The operators in the left-hand side of this last equation will be evaluated in Chapter 6, where
the operators will be written in a weak form. This weak form can then be solved by the
CG-FFT method.

Chapter 5

Coupling between a wire and a
dielectric body
In this chapter, we derive the coupling equations that are used to study the mutual coupling
between a wire antenna and a three-dimensional dielectric body. The general equations
presented in Chapter 3 are solved for the electric field strength.
As a starting point, we have a code available that solves the scattering problem in terms
of the electric flux density for a three-dimensional inhomogeneous dielectric object which
is illuminated by a plane wave [34]. The electric flux density is being used here rather
than the electric field, since the electric flux density normal to the surface is continuous,
which is observed from the boundary conditions. The need to have a continuous normal
component follows from the discretization procedure and will be discussed later (Section 6.2).
The iterative scheme generates the discretized electric flux density as a solution of the integral
operation.
The configuration of the problem is given in Figure 5.1. Here we distinguish a bounded,

I(z) r

E~(r,s)

~

A
B
Figure 5.1: A view of the antenna-body problem
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three-dimensional body with p,(r) P,o, €(r) ~ 0, a(r)
conducting wire with a 8-gap excitation in the center.

5.1

~

0, and a one-dimensional, perfectly

Constitutive relations

In this section we define some parameters involving the conversion from the electric field to
the electric flux density. The reason for this lies in the fact that a three-dimensional body
has different interfaces with strong discontinuities in the dielectric properties of the medium
surrounding the object as well as inside the object. These differences in dielectric properties
require a correct implementation of the boundary conditions. In the discretization procedure
that will be discussed in the next chapter, it is convenient to consider those field quantities as
fundamental unknowns whose normal component is continuous at the interface between two
adjacent cells. We use the electric flux density to meet this requirement.
The electric flux density is given as
(5.1)

D(r,8) = €(r)E(r, 8).

The permittivity €(r) = €O€r(r) in Eq. (5.1) depends solely on the dielectric properties of the
medium. We distinguish three types of media, which are listed below. It is noted that the
first two types occur in "normal" cases, and that the third type is a special case of the second
type.
1. Free space.

The electric flux density only differs from the electric field by the factor of
Eq. (5.1) reduces to
D(r,8)

= €oE(r, 8).

EO.

SO
(5.2)

2. Isotropic media.
If the permittivity €(r) and the permeability p,(r)
p,o) of a body in the neighborhood
of some interior point do not behave differently along different directions, the body is
called isotropic. The relation between the electric field and the electric flux density is
still linear.
3. Anisotropic media.
If the permittivity €(r) and the permeability p,(r)
p,o) of a body in the neighborhood
of some interior point behave differently along different directions, the medium is called
anisotropic. Usually the relation between the electric field and the electric flux density
is still linear, but now each of the electric flux density components is written as a linear
combination of the electric field components. Eq. (5.1) becomes

(5.3)
where the quantity €(r) in Eq. (5.1) is a tensor ofrank two. Note that the quantity €(r)
can depend on the frequency (see Eq. (5.5)).
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Since .we do not consider anisotropic media in our problem, we consider materials of type two
only.
Next we rewrite the current density from Eq. (3.57) as

Jt(r, s) =

s€o~(r,

s)E(r, s) - s€oE(r, s),

(5.4)

where

E'(r, s)

€r(r)

+ a(r) ,

(5.5)

SEO

is denoted as the complex relative permittivity. By using the definition of the electric flux
density, Eq. (5.4) can be rewritten as

Jt(r, s)

(5.6)

sx(r, s)D(r, s),

where

x(r,8)

=

E'(r,s)

()
€r r

1

(5.7)

Note that this definition differs from the conventional notation of the dielectric susceptibility.
Now that the relevant parameters for conversion of the field quantities into flux densities have
been defined, we can formulate the integral equations.

5.2

Integral equations

In order to rewrite the total field E = Ei + E S of the body, we need an expression for the
vector potential in the scattered field Eq. (3.57) in terms of the electric flux density. The
vector potential becomes

At(r, s)

1

G(r - r', s) sx(r) D(r', s)dr'.

(5.8)

r'EVB

By using this definition, the total electric field of the body follows from

E(r)

= €(~)D(r,s)

=

Ei(r,s)

+ (8€0)-1 (vv. -'15) At(r,s),

(5.9)

where the total electric field itself is written in terms of the electric flux density. In operator
notation, Eq. (5.9) is of the form

Ei(r, s)

+ [KB-+B - E(~/]

D(r, s) = 0,

(5.1O)

where I again is the identity matrix.

5.3

Coupling between a dielectric body and a wire antenna

To arrive at the desired form for the general configuration, we only need to replace the
incident electric field in Eq. (5.9) with the scattered field from a wire antenna, and substitute
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the corresponding scattered field as incident field in the thin-wire integral equation Eq. (4.58).
The equations for the field quantity on the central axis of the wire and inside the dielectric
body become

(SEO)-l[ Uz ' (\7\7. -1'5)

r

Jr'E'DB

GB-+A(ZU z - r',s)sx(r/)DB(r', s)dr'

(8; -1'5) rL/2GA-+A{ZUz - z', s)IA{z', s)dZ']
1-L/2
(SEO)-l [(\7\7. -1'5)

1

= -Vgo(z),

GB-+B{r - r', s)sx{r')DB{r', s)dr'

r'E'D B

+

for -L/2<z<L/2,(5.11)

+

L/2
( )
(
,
) (' ) ,] = DB(r,)
s ' forrEVB·
1'02)/
-1 G A-+Br-zuz,sIAz,sdz
-L/2 S
E r
In operator notation Eqs. (5.11) (5.12) become

(U::.2z

[~~:; KB~:~~I 1[ ~: 1= [ -:g 1'

(5.12)

(5.13)

where each of the lines refers to observation in the relevant domain as specified above. The
KA-+B operator in this matrix form contains a Green's function as given in Eq. (3.27). The distance between a source point and an observation point is depicted in Figure 5.2. Here, we have

Figure 5.2: Distance d between a source point r' on the wire (A) and an observation point r
inside the dielectric body (B).
chosen to place the center of the wire at a distance d from the center of the three-dimensional
body B. The distance follows from using Pythagoras' theorem, where the distance d has to
be added to the v-coordinate of the observation point for this configuration. This leaves us
with
,
exp (-1'olr - riD
(5.14)
GA-+B(r,z ,8) =
41fr-r
I
'I .

+ yu y + zU z and r' = dux + z'u z Eq. (5.14) becomes
I
exp ( -1'oJ(x - d)2 + y2 + (z - zl)2)
GA-+B(r,z ,S) =
41f J( x- d)2 +y2+( z-z ')2
.

With r = xUx

(5.15)
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The matrix-operator described here will be solved numerically for some practical coupling
problems using the WCG-FFT method. But first the equations have to be weakened and
discretized in a proper manner. This will be discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 6

Numerical implementation
In this chapter, we discuss the discretization procedure for the integral equations that are
described in the previous chapters. We particularly discuss the discretization of the integral
equations of the two-wire problem. The extension to the discretization of the antenna-body
problem follows by analogy. Also the choice of rooftop functions as testing and expansion
functions in the three-dimensional case will be explained.
As a next step, we present the method of solution for the currents on both wires. In this
procedure we use the conjugate-gradient FFT method to solve the weak form of the discretized
integral equations. The discrete Fourier transformation and the appropriate operators needed
in the method of solution for the two-wire problem are discussed as welL
The integral relations concerning the body-antenna problem will not be discussed here since
the discretization process of the two-wire problem provides sufficient insight in obtaining
discretized integral relations which can be solved with the weak conjugate-gradient - FFT
method. However, more information about the discretization procedure in the three-dimensional
case can be found in literature [34], [36].

6.1

Discretization procedure

As a point of departure we use Eqs. (4.58) - (4.59):

(6.2)
37
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These relations are rewritten as

-,6) [AA-tA(Z,S) +AB-tA(Z,S)] = -s€oVg8(z Zg), for LA/2 < Z < LA/2
(8; 16) (AA-tB(Z, 8) + AB-tB(Z, s)] = 0, for LB/2 < Z < LB/2.
(8;

(6.3)
(6.4)

where A{A-tA,A-tB,B-tA,B-tB} (z, s) denote the vector potentials as described earlier and Vg5(zZg) represents a delta-gap source in the center of wire A.
First we divide the domain of integration into MA,B - 1 subdomains. This leaves us with
MA,B sample points which are located in the center of each subdomain (the position of the
sample points will be discussed further on). These subdomains provide a mesh with grid size
6.z LA,B/(MA,B - 1), where the subscripts A,B pertain to wire A and wire B, respectively.
Note that MA,B should be large enough to meet the requirement that the current may be
approximated by a constant value in each sub domain.
Second we mUltiply this strong form with a scalar testing function '¢n (z), with n E {1, ... , M A,B },
and integrate the result over the wire support 1)A,B. The latter two integral relations become

16 JZE'D
( '¢n{z) [AA-tA{Z, s) + AB-tA(Z, 8)] dz A

'¢n{z)8; [AA-tA(Z, s)

(

J ZEDA

+ AB-tA{Z, S)] dz = S€O'¢n{Zg)Vg,

(6.5)

16 JzEDB
( '¢n{Z) [AA-tB(Z, S) + AB-tB(Z, 8)] dz(

'¢n(z)8; [AA-tB{Z, S)

JzEDB

+ AB-tB(Z, S)] dz =

(6.6)

O.

With the aid of the product rule for differentiation, integration by parts and the assumption
that '¢n{z) vanishes for Z E (1) Vn=l, ... ,MA.B' Eqs. (6.5) (6.6) can be rewritten as

16 J(ZEDA'¢n(z) (AA-tA(Z, s) + AB-tA{Z, 8)] dz
(

8z'¢n(z)8z [AA-tA(Z, s)dz

JZ EDA

+ AB-tA(Z, S)] dz

S€O'¢n(Zg)Vg ,

(6.7)

16 JzEDB
{ '¢n(Z) [AA-tB(Z,S) + AB-tB{Z,8)] dz
(

8 z'¢n{z)8z [AA-tB(Z,S)

+ AB-tB(Z,S)] dz

0

(6.8)

JZEDB

Before we can take the last step in the discretization procedure we need to define the position
of the sample points on the wire. The position of the m~hB
, sample along the wire axis is
given by

ZmA,B = (mA,B

1) 6.z - LA,B/2,

mA,B = 1, ... , M.4,B,

(6.9)

which is depicted in Figure 6.1. With this choice of sub domain distribution along the wire,
each sampling point is located at the center of a sub domain.
Finally, the electric vector potentials and the field originating from the delta-gap source are
expanded in a sequence of sub domain expansion functions <Pm(z), with m 1, ... , MA,B' These
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Figure 6.1: The discretization grid with mesh size Az.
expansion functions are chosen to be identical to the testing functions, hence cPm(z)
which is known as the Galerkin procedure. This leads to

= '¢m(z),

MA-l

A{A--tA,B--tA} (zm) =

L

A{A--t"4,B--tA},m'¢m(Z), z EVA,

(6.1O)

A{A--tB,B--tB},m'¢m(Z), Z E VB·

(6.11)

m=l
MB-l

A{A--tB,B--tB}(Zm) =

L

rn=l

VgOzm,Zg' m = 1, ... , MA, (6.12)
MB-l

~

AA--tB,n [.lEDB Oz'¢m(Z)Oz'¢n(z)dz

15 iZEDB
r '¢m(Z)'¢n(z)dz] +

MB-l

~

0,

AB--tB,n [.lEDB Oz'¢m{Z)Oz'¢n{z)dz

m = 1, ... ,MB,{6.13)
in which OZm,Zg denotes the Kronecker symbol, which is defined as

o _
m,n -

{I

ifm n,
O'f
-I1 mrn,

(6.14)

For the sake of convenience, we rewrite Eqs. (6.12)

6.13 as

MA-l

L

[AA--tA,n

+ AB--tA,n]

[AA--tB,n

+ AB--tB,n] [Wm;n -1'5Vm;n]

[Wm;n -ISVm;n]

VgOzm,Zg, m

= 1, .. " MA,

(6.15)

n==l

MB-l

L

0, m = 1, , .. , MB

(6.16)

n==l

where

vm;n =
wm;n

=

r

izE{DA,DB}

r

'¢m(z)'¢n{z)dz,

oz'¢m{z) oz'¢n{z}dz.
izE{DA,DB}
We now have a system of equations that can be solved numerically.

{6.17}
{6.18}
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6.2

Testing and expansion functions

In this section the choice of a particular kind of testing and expansion function is justified.
Before writing down the possible choices, we give a set of requirements that are valid for an
object to be discretized.
For a correct implementation of the discretized integral relation, the expansion functions
should meet the following requirements:
• the partial derivative
contain 6-functions;

• 7/Jm (z)

az 7/Jm(z) exists and is piecewise constant for

vanishes for z E

Z

E Vi it should not

av;

• 7/Jm(z) is chosen such that the sets of expansion coefficients A{L!.-tL!.} m and Vm are ea..')ily
B
B'
obtained from A{j-tj}(z) and Vy , by using Eqs. (6.10) - (6.11).
With these requirements and some knowledge about the behavior of the quantities to be
solved from the discretized relation, a suitable choice for the testing and expansion functions
can be made. Note that the second requirement also applies to the field component under
study. Because the electric flux density satisfies the requirement that its component normal
to the interfaces inside an object is continuous, we take the electric flux density instead of the
electric field in a three-dimensional body. In this case the testing and expansion functions
are vectorial quantities and the normal component.
In testing and expanding the components of an integral relation in a subdomain, we examine
if the following, most commonly used, functions (see Figure 6.2) meet all our requirements. In

F(z)

F{z)

(A)

(B)

F{z)

F{z)

(C)

(D)

Figure 6.2: An arbitrary function F(z) approximated by delta (A); pulse (B); triangle (C)
and trigonometric functions (D).
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the specification of these possible testing and expansion functions we use 1/Jk(Z)

1/Jo(z

Zk).

l. Delta functions

(6.19)

1/Jo(z) = 8(z), z E (-L/2,L/2).
2. Pulse functions

~o(z) ~

U

Izl --

<z<

llz
2 '

(6.20)

llz
2'

elsewhere.

3. Triangle functions

1/Jo(z) =

{I
0

~z

-..6.z

~

Z ~ ..6.z,

(6.21)

elsewhere.

4. Trigonometric functions

.p.(z)

~ { :08 (*l)

-..6.z

~

z

~

..6.z,

(6.22)

elsewhere.
We already have obtained a set of requirements with which the testing and expansion functions
must comply, as well as a set of functions from which we can choose.
The functions that meet all requirements are the triangle and trigonometric functions. The
first derivative of the triangle function is a constant value, whereas the first derivative of the
trigonometric function is again a trigonometric function. From the set of rules, it follows that
the derivative has to exist, hence it is sufficient to use the triangle function as testing and
expansion function for the current distribution in the wire.
In a two or three-dimensional body, the current (density) distribution is no longer limited to a
single direction. To meet all requirements in this case, we use rooftop functions as testing and
expansion functions. A rooftop function is constructed from a triangle function and one or
two pulse functions, respectively. More information about the rooftop function can be found
in the literature [9], [34].

6.3

The discretized relation

With the particular choice of triangle functions as testing and expansion functions, we can
determine Eqs. (6.17) (6.18) analytically. This leads to
V mjn
W mjn

..6.z

= 6 [8n ,m-l + 48n ,m + 8n ,m+l] '
1

~
[-8 m-l
u Z n'

+ 28n ,m

-

8n ,m+l] 1

(6.23)
(6.24)
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in which on,m is again the kronecker delta. Using Eqs. (6.23) - (6.24) we obtain for Eq. (6.15)

1
SEO

3

L [dkA A--+A,n+k-2 + dk A B--+A,n+k-2] ,
k=l

(6.25)

where
(6.26)
and where the values for
llz
Vn
6 [Vn-l + 4Vn

vn is defined as
+ Vn +l] .

(6.27)

Now the integral relation pertaining to wire A has been discretized. A similar relation holds
for wire B.
The discretized relation of the three-dimensional body proceeds along similar lines as the
ones above. For a detailed description of the discretized-body integral equations, we refer to
Zwamborn [34].

6.3.1

The weak form of the discretized relation

In this section we describe the formulation of the weak form of the discretized relation
Eq. (6.25). The objective of weakening a function consistent with the discretized relation
is to circumvent singular behavior that complicates numerical computation. In this section,
we arrive at a weakened form of the Green's function. To demonstrate how this is done in
general, we use the Green's function of a three-dimensional body and a wire antenna.
The weak form of the Green's function of a three-dimensional body
We assume a uniform mesh size llx in all directions. The strong form of the Green's function
is weakened by taking the spherical mean. Let us define the spherical mean [G] (r) of G(r) as

1

G(r+r",s)dr"
Jr"J<Ax/2,
(6.28)
dr"
[
JJr"J<Ax/2
where r is a discretized point here in the domain of integration. The choice of the radius of
the region over which we take the average is more or less arbitrary. To obtain consistency
with the mesh size we take the largest spherical mean without crossing the integration domain
that corresponds to a neighboring discretized point r ± llxu{x,y,x}'

[G] (r, s)

=

The weak form of the Green's function of a wire antenna
We assume a uniform mesh size llx in the z-direction. The strong form of the Green's function
is weakened by taking the cylindrical mean. The cylindrical mean is defined as

lzm+Az/2 [27r loa G(r + r", s)p"dp"d¢"dz"
[Gj (r,s) = Zm
Jo 0
,
loa p" dp" d¢" dz"

(6.29)
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where r is again a discretized point here in the domain of integration.

The weakened discretized integral relation
Now that the weak form of the Green's function for a wire antenna has been defined, we can
give the weak form of Eq. (6.25)
(6.30)
where [AJ denotes the cylindrical mean of the vector potential A. Note that applying the
cylindrical mean of the Green's function in the convolution integral is the same as applying
the cylindrical mean on the strong form of the vector potential. This is easily understood by
interchanging the order of integration. The weakened form of Vn is written as

(6.31)
The discretized integral relation has now been written in a weak form. Now we only have to
evaluate the field quantities. This is done in the next section.

6.3.2

The weak form of the vector potential

In this section the weak representations of the field quantities are being presented. This is
done by taking the cylindrical mean and determining the integrals involved analytically.
Let us recall the Green's function in the vector potential of a wire from Chapter 4

(6.32)
Note that the Green's function mentioned here has been partially weakened already in the
integral over the cross section of the wire. To clarify this remark, let us recall the cylindrical
mean from the previous section. Here the integrals with respect to p/f and cp/f have already
been evaluated in the determination of the integral equation pertaining to a wire antenna.
This left us with the Green's function as defined in Eq. {4.51}. In this case, determination of
the integrals in the weakened Green's function leaves us with

{6.33}
The convolution integral in the vector potential will be calculated with the aid of the discrete
convolution theorem, which will be described in the next section. The Green's function
G{A->B,B->A} from Eq. {4.54} is evaluated at the sample points. This means that in the
discretized form of this equation, we simply substitute the values for Zm and the discrete
values of the source points.
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The one-dimensional discrete Fourier transformation

6.3.3

We define the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a given sequence fm, with m
as

~l

fn = ~ofmexp
v

where n = 0, ... ,N

(21Tinm)
N

= 0, .'"

(6.34)

'

1. The DFT also has an inverse counterpart DFT- 1 , which is defined as

1Tzmn
1L in exp (2')
N
.

fm = N

N-l

N - 1,

v

(6.35)

n=O

Since exp [21Ti{m + nN)/N] = exp (21Tim/N) exp (21TinN/N) = exp (21Tim) , the DFT quantities In and fm are both periodic with periodicity N, so the DFT-quantities satisfy the
relations
In+mN = In,

(6.36)

fm+nN = fm·

(6.37)

A property of the DFT that we are particularly interested in, is the discrete convolution
theorem. This theorem is defined as
N-l

L

fm-m'9m '

&

(6.38)

TRN [DFT 2 {DFT2N {fm'} DFT2N [9m'}} ] '

m'=O

where 9 is a symetrical sequence and

f is a causal sequence (see Figure 6.3). The DFT can

/0
fm
h-1
---------------------- --------------------~

°

1

90

9m

9L-1

92L-m

91

---------------------+._.---------------------

-1

m
Figure 6.3: Defenition of the sequences for the discrete convolution theorem.
be easily evaluated by using an FFT algorithm. Note that the FFT is most efficiently if N
is a power of 2. If the problem contains two bodies, which is the case here, we should choose
N twice the number of samples for each object occurring in a convolutional integral.

6.4

The conjugate-gradient method

Since we only used the standard version of the conjugate-gradient method, we do not explain
this method in full detail. Extensive information about the conjugate-gradient method can
be found in the literature, see e.g. [9J, [34].
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The conjugate-gradient scheme is an efficient iterative scheme to solve a system of equations
of the form
(6.39)

Lu=v,

where u represents the current on the wires, v denotes the delta-gap source and L denotes
a linear operator. Note that the v is a known set of variables and u is the set of variables
to be solved. Almost all iterative schemes for this kind of equation have in common that
an appropriately chosen error norm is to be minimized. The conjugate-gradient method is
based on minimizing the residual error after each iterationstep. Thus we can solve the set of
equations to a certain, given degree of accuracy.
Let us define the inner product of two arbitrary sets of variables I and g over the domain of
the operator as

< I,g >=

!

I(r)g*(r)dr,

(6.40)

rEV

where g* is the complex conjugate of g. Next we define the norm of a set of variables

11I11 = J< 1,1 >.

I

a..~

(6.41)

The last quantity needed in the conjugate-gradient method is the adjoint operator, which is
defined as the operator that satisfies

< LI,g >=< I,Ltg >,
for any suitable set of variables I and g.
If we now write the approximation of u in the nth iteration as
r(n) is defined as

(6.42)

u(n),

then the residual error
(6.43)

Now that all necessary building blocks for the conjugate-gradient scheme have been defined,
we present the iterative scheme. We choose zero as initial estimate, so u(O) = O. Consequently
the residual error reO) v for n = O. The iterative scheme for n = 1 then looks as
((1) =
(1) _

Ltr(O),

IILt r (OJI1

(6.44)
2

IIL~(1)112'

(6.45)

o

-

1.L(1)

= 0(1)(1),

(6.46)

1'(1)

= 1'(0) -

(6.47)

0(1) Le(1).

The steps for n = 2, ... are of the form

IILt T (n-l}11 2
fJ
- IILt T (n-2)1I 2 '
(en) = Ltr(n-l) + fJ(n)~(n-l),
II Lt r (n-l)11 2
o( n} = :..:....,.,_-,-;-~_
.
II L e(n)1!2 '
u(n) = u(n-I) + o(n)e(n),

(6.51)

r(n) = r(n-I) _ o(n) Le(n).

(6.52)

(n) _

(6.48)
(6.49)
(6.50)
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Now that the iterative procedure is known, we need to define the operators Land Lt following
from the vector potentials in the integral relations.

6.5

Determination of the operators Land Lt

In this section we derive the linear operator and his adjoint. As a point of departure we use
Eq. (6.25), which is written as

v

Lu.

(6.53)

The convolution in the vector potentials can be approximated using the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) as follows

AA-4A

TRN [DFT2~{DFT2N{GA-4A}DFT2N{IA}}]'

(6.54)

AB-4A

TRN

[DFT2~{DFT2N{GB-4A}DFT2N{IB}}]'

(6.55)

AA-4B = TRN [DFT2'&{DFT2N {GA-4B} DFT 2N {IA} }] ,

(6.56)

=TRN [DFT2~{DFT2N{GB-4B}DFT2N{IB}}]'

(6.57)

To avoid aliasing in the convolution between G and I, the number of points for the FFT
should be taken at least twice the value of the sampling rate, so N 2:: 2MA,B. The adjoint
operator Lt in the discretized integral relation {6.25} is related to the operator L as
(6.58)

in which r is an arbitrary discrete function. Substitution of Eq. (6.53) in this latter equation
leads to
(6.59)

as follows

~mA

3

=

L

[dkQA-4A,mH-2 + dkQB-4A,m+k-2]

,

(6.60)

[dkQA-4B,mH-2 + dkQB-4B,mH-2] ,

(6.61)

k=l

~mB

3

=

L
k=l

where

= TRN [DFT2~{ DFT2N {G A-4A} DFT2N {IA*} }] ,

(6.62)

QB-4A = TRN [DFT2~{ DFT2N {G B-4A} DFT2N {IB*} }] ,

{6.63}

[DFT2~{DFT2N{GA-4B}DFT2N{IA*}}]'

(6.64)

QB-4B = TRN [DFT2~{DFT2N {G B-4B} DFT 2N {IB*} }],

(6.65)

QA-4A

QA-4B = TRN

and the asterisk * denotes the complex conjugate.

Chapter 7

Numerical results
In this chapter we present the solutions for some practical configurations, which we calcu·
lated with the algorithms described in this report. First we tested the two· wire code for a
few practical cases, which were verified with an independent MoM solution (Numerical Elec·
tromagnetics Code; NEC [8]). Second, a few results are presented for a three·dimensional
inhomogeneous dielectric sphere in the presence of a thin-wire antenna.

7.1

Coupling between two wires

In this section we present the results of some two.wire configurations. First we test the
algorithm with two wires with infinite conductivity, so that these results can be verified with
NEC. After verification, some other interesting configurations will be examined for wires with
infinite conductivity. Second, we examine the influence of finite conductivity of the wires on
currents inside the wires. The results are presented in such a way that, if appropriate, the
left plot represents the current on wire A and the right plot represents the current on wire B.

7.1.1

Wires with infinite conductivity

In this section we start of with two wires of equal length. The first configuration we look
at consists of two wires with lengths A, radii O.OlA and conductivities (j = 00. The distance
between the center points of the wires is d = 0.5 m. The frequency of operation is f = 300
MHz. This frequency will be used for every configuration throughout this report unless
stated otherwise. The results are presented in Figure 7.1 A and 7.1 B. The vertical axis of
the plots represents the currents on wire A or B, respectively. The horizontal-axis represents
the position on the wire divided by A. As can be seen, the WCG-FFT method matches the
results of NEC. However, the a-gap driven wire (wire A) seems to show some deviation at
certain points. This is due to the fact that the excitation of the wire is spread over the domain
of integration by the weakening process.
The second configuration we look at, consists of two wires with different length. Wire A is
in this case a shorter wire then wire B. We use this configuration to test if the cOIlvolution
between the different Green's functions and the currents of wire A and B are evaluated
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Figure 7.1: The induced currents on wires A and B with lengths LA
A, radii a =
O.OU, conductivity a = 00 and distance d
Aj2. The solid lines represent results of the
WGG-FFT method and the dots represent results of NEG.
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Figure 7.2: The induced currents on wires A and B with lengths LA 1 m, LB = lOA, radii
a O.OU, conductivity a = 00 and distance d = A/2. The solid lines represent results of the
WCG-FFT method and the dots represent results of NEG.
correctly. In this particular configuration, the lengths of the wires are LA = A and LB = lOA.
The radii are again a = O.OlA, distance d = A/2 and a = 00. The results are plotted in
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Figure 7.2. Again the results of the WCG-FFT method are a good match to the NEe results.
Note that the results presented here apply for perfectly conducting wires (0" = (0). A final
test to show that our method is accurate is to plot the impedance of two configurations. The
results have been achieved for a very large distance d ~ 00 between wire A and wire B so
that the influence of wire B on wire A is negligible. Wire A in the first configuration has a
length of LA = 0.06 m. The resonant frequency fres will be 3e8/(2 . 0.06)
2.5 GHz. Wire
A in the second configuration has a length of LA = 1.59 m and the resonant frequency fres
will be 94 MHz here. The results are plotted in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4, where the real
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part (R) and imaginary part (X) of the impedance are plotted separately. As can be seen the
results match the NEC-results. Also the resonant frequencies (the point where the reactance
of the wire equals zero) is exactly at the point where it is expected. Now that the WCG-FFT
has been shown to properly represent the current behavior on the wires and that also the
impedance plots are accurate, we can start to examine some other interesting configurations.
In Figures 7.5 and 7.6 we are looking at the influence of the distance d on the currents on wire
A and B. The first configuration, without referring to NEC, we are looking at (see Figure 7.5)
is again for infinite conductivity. The lengths of both wires are '\, the radii a = 0.01'\. The
distance between the wires are d = ),,/2, d
,\/5 and d
3,\/20 respectively. Except for
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Figure 7.5: Induced currents on wires with lengths LA
LB = ).. , radii a 0.01,\, conductivit-ies a 00 and distances d = ),,/2 (solid line), d = ,\/5 (dotted line) and d 3,\/20 (dashed
line).
the change in the current distribution around the excitation point, only a minor change is
observed in the current distribution on wire A due to the closer proximity of wire B. The
shape and magnitude of the current induced on wire B however is strongly dependent on the
distance between the wires. When the distance between the wires decreases, the magnitude
of the induced current on wire B increases and the passive wire generally takes over the shape
of the current on wire A. The wires A and B thus start to behave like the conductors in a
two-wire transmissionline (TEM mode) if the distance between the wires is small. To see if
this effect also takes place on the wires of different lengths, we again look at the configuration
where the lengths of the wires are LA = ,\ and LB = 10'\, radii a = 0.01'\ and the distance is
again d = ,\/2, d = A/5 and d 3,\/20, respectively. The results are plotted in Figure 7.6. We
again observe a negligible change in the magnitude and shape of the current on wire A. The
effect on wire B however, is much bigger than with the ,\ wire of the previous configuration.
The shape of the current on wire B starts to resemble the form of wire A if the distance is
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Figure 7.6: Induced currents on wires with lengths LA = A ,LB
lOA, radii a = O.OlA,
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(dashed line).
only d = A/5. We also see that the magnitude of the currents in the part of wire B where
wire A is directly across wire B increa..'les while in the other parts of wire B the magnitude
decreases. We conclude that decreasing the distance between the wires results in an increase
ofthe magnitude of the current on the passive wire (we have not yet used finite conductivity).
Besides the increase in magnitude, the shape of the current distribution on the wire is affected.
This effect seems to be bigger in the configuration with a large wire. The explanation for
the bigger effect on the large wire can be explained by the fact that the endeffects with the
larger wire are almost vanished compared to the short wire. In other words, the large wire
can follow the shape of the current on wire A more easy.

7.1.2

Wires with finite conductivity

In the next configurations, we will examine the influence of different conductivities on the
magnitude as well as on the shape of the current in the wires. We look at two wires of equal
length (LA = LB = A). Both wires have a radius of a
O.OlA and the distance between
the wires is d = A/2. The results for three different conductivities are plotted in Figure 7.7.
The current for a larger conductivity has been omitted here since it is almost identical to
the distribution for the largest conductivity considered here. This can be expected from
Figure 4.3 and the formula for the factor which it represents (Eq. (4.47»). The magnitude of
the current on both wires decreases with decreasing conductivity. The change in magnitude
becomes more dramatic when the conductivity reaches a value of (J
50 S/m. Since this is
not a realistic value for metallic conductors, we may neglect the decrease in magnitude of the
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Figure 7.8: induced currents on wires with lengths LA = >. and Lb 10>", radii a = 0.01.\ and
distance d = >../2. The conductivity of the wires is a = 5e5 81m (solid lines), a = 5e3 81m
(dotted lines) and a 5el 81m (dashed lines).

current for practical applications. The shape of the current on both wires is not affected by
the different conductivities. The same observations can be made if we look at a configuration
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where the lengths of the wires are LA = A and LB = 10>'. Both wires have again a radius
of a = O.OlA and the distance between the wires is d = >./2. From these results we may
conclude that a realistic conductivity (a 1e7, ... , 1e8 S/m) does not affect the shape and the
magnitude of the current at a fixed frequency if the length of the wire is not much smaller
than the wavelength. Note that this effect is very much influenced by the relation between
wavelength and the length and radius of the wire.
The last configuration we look at is the same as the previous configuration (see Figure 7.8),
except for the distance, which is chosen d >./4 here. The results are plotted in Figure 7.9.
Again the observation that the shape and magnitude of the current in the wire is not much
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Figure 7.9: induced currents on wires with lengths LA = A and LB
lOA, radii a = O.OlA
and distance d = A/4. The conductivity of the wires is a = 5e5 81m (solid lines), a = 5e3
81m (dotted lines) and a 5e1 81m (dashed lines).
affected for realistic values of the conductivity can be made. Thus, we can conclude that a
realistic conductivity has little effect on both magnitude and shape of the current in a wire.

7.2

Coupling between a wire antenna and a biological body

In this section we present the results of the influence that the radiated field of a wire antenna
has on a biological body. A value we are particularly interested in is the specific-absorption
rate (SAR) as stated earlier. The SAR is defined as
SAR=

alEI2
2 '

which is defined in W /Kg.

(7.1)
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Description of the configuration

The configuration we look at consists of a layered sphere as depicted in the left part of
Figure 7.10 and a )../2 dipole (see also Figure 5.2). The layered sphere consists of muscle
(€r
72, a = 0.9 81m) and fat (€r
7.5,; cr = 0.05 81m). The radius of the inner sphere
is 0.075 m and of the outer sphere is 0.15 m. The distance between the center of the sphere
and the feed-point of the dipole (see Figure 7.10) is denoted as d. The length of the dipole is
),,/2. The frequency of operation is 915 MHz.

d

Figure 7.10: Position of the dipole with respect to the cross section of the three-dimensional
body

7.2.2

Proximity effects on the SAR

In this section we look at the effect of decreasing the distance d on the 8AR. First we look
at the 8AR distribution if the body is illuminated with a plane wave, where the front of
the plane wave is parallel to the dipole in Figure 7.10. This distribution is compared to the
8AR distribution where the distance between dipole and the center of the biological body is
d = 0.9 m (~3)"). As can be observed from Figure 7.11 there is a difference in the dynamic
range of the absorbed power inside the sphere between the dipole (Figure 7.11B) and plane
wave configuration (Figure 7.11A). For dipole excitation (Figure 7.11B) most of the power
is absorbed in the fat region, while for plane-wave excitation (Figure 7.11A) we also find a
part of the maximum absorbed power in the muscle region. In addition to the difference in
dynamic range of the 8AR, we can see that the power distribution inside the sphere also gives
a horseshoe-like shape if we look at the maximum values of the 8AR.
Next we look at the effect of the distance d on the 8AR distribution inside the layered sphere.
The results for various distances are depicted in Figure 7.12. Note that the 8AR values in the
different configurations are relative to the maximum 8AR in case the distance d = 0.17 m.
We observe that the 8AR distribution still has the horseshoe-like shape as the distance is
reduced to d = 0.5 ill (Figure 7.12B). A change in the shape is observed as the distance is
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(A)

(B)

Figure 7.11: Comparison of the BAR distribution m a layered sphere due to plane wave
illumination (A) and dipole interaction (B)
decreased to d = 0.2 m (Figure 7.12C). The pattern now has two lobes which contain the
maximum SAR. This pattern does not change much as we decrease the distance once more to
a value of d = 0.17m. The lobe pattern can be explained if we look at the radiation pattern of
the electric field of a dipole. Most of the electric field is radiated at the tips of the dipole. So
this is in fact the same effect as we saw in the two-wire configurations, the radiation pattern
of the electric field of the dipole has a strong effect on the SAR distribution inside the sphere
if the distance is reduced.
If we look at all the configurations from Figure 7.12, it is again observed that the dynamic
range ofthe SAR distribution is not as big as in the plane wave configuration (Figure 7.11A).
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(A)

(C)

(B)

(D)

Figure 7.12: Different BAR distributions due to dipole interaction at distances d=0.9 m (A),
d=0.5 m (B), d=0.2 m (C) and d=0.17 m (D). The intensity is defined 100% at the maximum
BAR in case the distance d=0.17 m and 0% in case of zero

Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations
In this report we derived a general form of two coupled integral equations that describe the
electromagnetic coupling between two three-dimensional bodies. This method has tested first
for the special case of two wire antennas. The current on the wires with perfect conductivity
proved to be accurate compared to NEe. It has been observed that the current distribution in
a wire with finite conductivity (when () assumes a realistic value for metallic conductors) did
not deviate much from the distribution in a perfectly-conducting wire. The current started
to deviate for very low values of the conductivity (at least for metallic conductors). The
configurations where we looked at the influence of distance d between a passive wire and a
delta-gap driven wire showed some interesting results. If the distance between the wires was
decreased, it has been observed that the current distribution inside the passive wire gradually
takes over the shape of the current in the active wire. The effect on the active wire was a
change in the current distribution around the excitation point. We also looked at proximity
effects with two wires of different lengths. The same observations a<; in the equal length case
have been made here. However the effect of the current taking over the shape of the current
on the active wire seemes more dramatic on the passive wire in the different length case when
the distance d was decreased. Altogether we proved that our integral equation is accurate.
The effects of finite conductivity could only be observed here as a magnitude effect. However
the conclusion that this does not affect the current in the wire much for realistic conductivities
and high frequencies (300 MHz - 1 GHz) still holds. The effect on the delta-gap driven wire
was negligible (except in de gap region).
Next we looked at the influence on the SAR of the distance d between a dipole and a biological
body. For a larger distance (typically d = 2,\ to d = 3.\) it was observed that the shape of the
SAR distribution in case the body interacts with a dipole is almost the same as in the case
where the body is illuminated with a plane wave. The only difference in the SAR distribution
is the dynamic range which is bigger in the plane-wave case. If the distance is decreased to less
than .\, the shape of the SAR distribution adapts to the radiation pattern of the electric field
of the dipole. That is, the maximum SAR is concentrated in two lobes which are located under
the tips of the dipole. We proved that our integral equation for the full three-dimensional
problem is also accurate. We looked at the effect of the electric field radiated by the dipole
on the biological body only qualitatively.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Finally we would like to make some recommendations for future research. Our model now
describes the mutual coupling between a wire antenna and a dielectric object. This model has
to be adapted to handle more complex structures which resemble, for instance, the human
head more accurately. If we want some accurate values of the SAR at certain points in the
biological body, we have to calculate how much input power should be given to the antenna.
To connect a temperature rise to the specific-absorption rate (SAR), the model should also
contain blood flow and convection flow inside the arteries. The effects of nose, ears, etc. (with
the appropriate dielectric parameters) on the SAR could also be investigated.
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